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In this paper, we find subspaces of the Pixley-Roy space on the irrationals which are 
(1) a first countable ccc space which does not have a a-linked base, 
(2) for each n > 1, a first countable space which has a a-n-linked base but which does not have 
a (u-n + I)-linked base and 
(3) a first countable space which has, for each n > 1, a a-n-linked base but which does not 
have a o-centred base. 
It is consistent with +ZH that (1) and (2) have cardinality K,. 
(3) is constructed from a graph G on the continuum c which is not the union of countably 
many complete subgraphs but has no uncountable pairwise incompatible family of finite complete 
subgraphs (complete subgraphs A and B are compatible if there is a complete subgraph C which 
contains A and B). 
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1. Introduction 
A classical problem in set theoretic topology has been to find various kinds of 
ccc spaces which are not separable. Suslin’s hypothesis is that there is no linearly 
ordered ccc space which is not separable. This is, of course, independent of the 
axioms of set theory. Nonetheless there are, for example, first countable ccc spaces 
which are not separable in ZFC. In the realm of compact spaces, separability is 
equivalent to the existence of a a-centred base and this has motivated the question 
of whether there is a first countable ccc space without a o-centred base. A Suslin 
continuum (if it exists) is a compact example of such a space and Bell [l] has 
constructed a compact example under CH. Hajnal and Juhasz [2] have shown that 
MA+lCH implies that there are no compact examples but, in this paper, we 
construct a non-compact example without any additional set-theoretic assumptions. 
This space is more than ccc, it has a a-linked base. A ramification of the problem 
is to find absolute examples of: 
(1) a first countable ccc space which does not have a a-linked base, 
(2) for each n > 1, a first countable space which has a (v- n)-linked base but 
which does not have a (g - n + 1)-linked base, and 
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(3) a first countable space which has, for each n > 1, a (a - n)-linked base but 
which does not have a a-centred base. 
In this paper, we find examples of all these spaces which are subspaces of the 
Pixley-Roy space on the irrationals ww. 
2. Some definitions 
All spaces are completely regular. A space is ccc if disjoint families of open sets 
are countable. Let B be a family of sets. 
% is centred iff FE [ %‘]<, implies n F # 0. 
93 is n-linked iff FE [‘S?.]” implies n F # 0. 
93 is linked iff 93 is 2-linked. 
A base 93 is u-centred iff 9 = U { %‘,,: n E w} where each 93,, is centred. 
A base B is u - m-linked iff % = U (3,: n E w}where each 6B,, is m-linked. 
A base 9.8 is u-linked ifi 93 = IJ {6X3,,: n E w} where each a,, is linked. 
If X is a topological space in which points are closed, then the Pixley-Roy space 
PR(X) is the set [XICw topologized by letting {F E [XICW: G c F c U} be open for 
each GE [XICw and U open in X. It is useful to represent ww as (cofinal) branches 
in the o-ary tree of height w. Each element of the Pixley-Roy space on the irrationals 
(PR(“w)) is a finite subset of ww and is therefore represented as a subtree with 
finitely-many branches and no nodes without successors. 
This subtree may have the property that, for some integer n > 1, each node has 
at most n successors; such a tree is said to have branching degree n. 
The subtree may have the property that, for each integer n > 1, each node at level 
n has at most n successors; such a tree is said to branch by level. 
If FEPR(~~) and nEw, let Frn=Cfrn:feF}. 
If FE PR(“w), let n(F) =min{n E w: IF r nl= IFI}. 
If FEPR(~w) and nEw, let U,(F)={GEPR(~W):F~G and Ffn=Grn}. 
These definitions are relativized to subspaces as needed. 
3. Constructing spaces with a-linked bases 
Let P, be the subspace of PR(“w) consisting of those finite subsets of “‘w which 
have branching degree n, and let P be the subspace of PR(“w) consisting of those 
finite subsets of ww which branch by level. As subspaces of PR(“w), P and each P,, 
is a first countable O-dimensional Hausdorff space. We shall show that P, has a 
(a - n)-linked base but does not have a (a - n + 1)-linked base. We shall also show 
that P has a (u - n)-linked base for each n > 1 but does not have a u-centred base. 
Let us define these spaces precisely: 
P,, = {FE PR(“w): for each i E w and u E ‘w, 
I{ k E w : there is f~ F such that f 1 u u {i, k}}l s n}. 
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P={FEPR(ww):foreach i>l andmEiW 
({k E w: there is f~ F such that j-1 u u {i, k}}\ G i}. 
Lemma 1. For each n E w, both P and P,, have a (a- n)-linked base. 
Proof. For each of the countably-many n EW and E E [‘w]<~, let ?8+ = 
{ U,,(F): F r n = 2 and n(F) 3 n}. To see that each 93,,= is (V - n)-linked in either 
P or P, let F,, . . . , F,, be such that F,rn=E (lsisn). F=U{F,: lsiSn}E 
U,(F;) (l~isn) because Frn=2 (1 ~usn). F= U{F,: l~i~n}~ U,(Fi) (1s 
i~n)becauseFrn=~andF~F,.FEPandFEP,becauseFrn=~andn(Fi)~ 
n (lsisn). 
To see that {B3,,=: n E w, E E [“o]~~} is a base for PR(“w), let FE PR(“w) and 
n E w. If E = F 1 n(F), then FE U,,,,,(F) E %‘3nCFj,z. 0 
Lemma 2. For each n E w, P, does not have a (a - n + 1)-linked base and P does not 
have a a-centred base. 
Proof. Suppose lJ (93,: i E w} is a base and each B3, is (n + 1)-linked or centred. For 
each f~ ‘“w, there is i(f) E o and U, E BiCf) such that cf} E U,-c U&u}). 
By the Baire category theorem (any 2nd category subset of uw suffices; it is 
consistent with 1CH that these examples have cardinality K,), there is i E w and a 
2nd category set K c “w such that f~ K implies i(f) = i. Therefore, there is m 2 n 
and u E “‘w such that, for each j E w, there is J; E K such that 4 1 mu {(m,j)}. 
F,n{U,,: l<j<n+l} 
implies F has branching degree n + 1 and so the intersection is empty in P,,. 
FEn{CI,,: l~j~m+l} 
implies F has branching degree m + 1 at level m and so the intersection is empty 
in P. 
4. A graph on the continuum 
In this section, we construct a ccc graph G on the continuum c which is not the 
union of countably many complete subgraphs. We need some definitions. 
Complete subgraphs A and B are compatible if there is a complete subgraph C 
which contains A and B. A graph G is ccc if there is no uncountable pairwise 
incompatible family of finite complete subgraphs. 
Let II : c + {A c c : A has order-type w} be an arbitrary bijection. We write a* to 
indicate n(a) to simplify the exposition. Let G = {((Y, /3) E [cl’ = LY rZ p* and /? f? a*}. 
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Lemma 3. G is not the union of countably-many complete subgraphs. 
Proof. Suppose c = IJ {Bi: i E W} and that the induced subgraph on each Bi is 
complete. For each i E w, let i” = U {a*: ff E Bi}. Construct an increasing w-sequence 
in c which is disjoint from i” whenever [&I <c but which intersects Bi whenever 
lBil = c. This construction requires the uncountable cofinality of the continuum. 
Let this sequence be (Y*. Suppose a E B,. If (Bjl CC then j* n a* = 0 which is 
impossible. If /Bjl = c then (Y * intersects B, in /3, say, and so p E LY* and { LY, p} & G. 
Meanwhile (Y, p E B, implies that the induced subgraph on B, is not complete. 0 
Lemma 4. G is ccc. 
Proof. Suppose 9 = { .YY : y E w,} is a pairwise incompatible family of finite complete 
subgraphs. We can assume 9 is a A-system with root A. For y, 6 E w, , the incompati- 
bility of F, and Fh implies that there is (Y E F,, -A and /? E F, - A such that {n, p} E G. 
Subtracting the root from each F,,, we can assume that 9 is a disjoint family. We 
can assume that the cardinality of each F, is fixed at m. Let {a( -y, i): i E m} list each 
F,. We can assume {a(~, i): y E OJ,} is an increasing @,-sequence in C for each 
i E m. Claim that there is y E o2 such that 
(6 E w,: there is (Y E F,,, p E Fs such that (Y E /3*} 
has uncountable complement in w, . Otherwise n ((6 E wl: there is (Y E Fa such that 
(Y E p*}: y E w’} is nonempty. 
Find 6 E w1 such that, for each y E w2, there is i(y) E m and p(y) E F6 such that 
a( y, i(y)) E /3(y)*. We can assume that /3(y) is fixed at p and that i(y) is fixed at 
i by cutting down to fewer YE w2 but retaining the indecomposable order type w2. 
For each y E w2, a( ‘y, i) E p* while {CX( y, i): y E w’} has order type w2 implies that 
p* does not have order type w. The claim is proved and there is y E w, such that 
(6 E wl: for each (Y E F,, p E F,, LY .@ p*} is an uncountable set S. Since U {a*: (Y E F,} 
is countable and {F*: 6 E S} is a disjoint family, there is S E S such that F, n a* = 0 
whenever CY E F,. Thus whenever (Y E F,, p E F,, (Y c j3” and p E CY*, and the proof 
is complete. 0 
5. Constructing a first countable ccc space without a u-linked base. 
Let G be a graph on PR(“w) and let P1 ={F E PR(“w); the subgraph on F is 
complete}. Then P, is ccc because if { U,(,)(F,): (Y E w,} is an uncountable disjoint 
family of basic open sets then there is a subset of w, such that there is some n E w 
such that n(a) = n for all (Y belonging to the subset. It is then possible to find two 
distinct (Y and LY’ belonging to this subet such that F, and F& are compatible. 
To see that P, has no a-linked base suppose that lJ {B,: n E CO} is such a base. 
For each f~ ww choose n(f) E w and ~~~ B,Uj such that {S}E u,= U,({f}). If 
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n(f) = n(g) then U,,(f) n U,(g) # 0 and hence cf g} is complete. This contradicts 
the fact that G is not the union of countably many complete graphs. 
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